Community Health
Working Group Meeting
12:00pm – 2:00pm
Tuesday, January 31, 2012
Pulaski Hospital

LIVABILITY INITIATIVE
OVERVIEW

New River Valley Livability Initiative
10 element areas
Planning process – today, trends, future vision
Regional and local approach
Build partnerships in the region
Include more voices, more meaningfully
New data and information for localities,
community groups, citizens, and businesses
• Investigating tradeoffs – integrated scenarios
• Preferred regional plan - a menu of ideas for
improving where we live, work and play.
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HealthyNRV OVERVIEW

Community Health: HealthyNRV
• Robert Wood Johnson Foundation
(Community Catalyst Program)
– Two Years, $172,000

• Partners & Participants
– Virginia Tech Institute for Policy and
Governance
– Partners for Access to Healthcare (PATH)
– Virginia Department of Health
– High School Aged Youth from across the region

HealthyNRV Digital Storytelling
• Three-Day Digital Storytelling Training,
December 17-19, 2011
• Consultant: Thenmozhi Soundararajan
• Students produced videos about Health in
their communities after only 3 days

HealthyNRV Next Steps
• Coordinate with Livability Initiative
Working Group
• Round Two digital storytelling
workshop
• Student-led community health
activities

HealthyNRV – Digital Storytelling

HealthyNRV – Digital Storytelling

WORKING GROUP PROCESS

Working Group Outcomes
Required Outcomes
• Actively engage community,
youth, decision makers to
improve health in the New
River Valley
• Hierarchy of health needs
report
• Incorporate health into
regional planning

Other Desired
Outcomes?

Proposed Working Group Process
PHASE 1

PHASE 2

PHASE 3

PHASE 4

COMMUNITY
HEALTH THEMES
Which community
health themes?

ISSUES
What are the specific
community health
issues within each
theme?

DATA REVIEW
TRENDS
What do the data
What is currently
tell us about current impacting community
status and trends? health? Trends of current
impacts?
GOALS
What are we trying
to achieve?

INDICATORS
How will we know if
we are achieving
these goals?

STRATEGIES
What resources/opportunities
exist to better manage impacts
to community health?

STATUS
What is the
current status of
each community
health issue?

DATA
What data could help
us to better
understand the status
of each issue?

OVERALL GOAL
• Priority goals, strategies, and
policies for community health
are included in the regional
comprehensive plan.
• Private and public sector
have identified opportunities
for partnerships that can
promote improved
community health across
political boundaries.

COMMUNITY HEALTH THEME
IDENTIFICATION

BRAINSTORM ISSUES WITHIN
HEALTH THEMES

The Community Health Working Group
January 31, 2012
Pulaski Hospital
Meeting Notes
Attendees
Bob Hendrickson, Mental Health; Mark Nicols, Pulaski Community Hospital; Rhonda Seltz and Leeann
Webb, Radford University; Sarah Burkett and Jessica Dexter, Virginia Cooperative Extension; Deena
Flinchum, RSVP-NRV Agency on Aging; Maggie Bassett, RU Nursing; Susan Marmagas and Lauren
Fortenberry, Virginia Tech MPH program; Molly O’Dell, Virginia Department of Health; Melanie Smith
VICPP-Healthy Kids; Susan Dalrymple, Pulaski County United Way; Holly Lesko, Institute for Policy and
Governance VT; Carol Davis, Tommi Godwin and Kim Thurlow, New River Valley Planning District
Commission.
Group Meeting Guidelines
The following meeting guidelines were reviewed and agreed upon by the group.
Facilitator:
Group:
• Respect you
• Respect Agenda
• Respect your time
• Actively listen
• Respect Agenda
• Self -Care
• Offer options when group is stuck
• Speak Only for Yourself
• Share data and notes promptly
• Use Respectful Language
• Protect privacy of individuals
• Offer new information, limit rehashing
• Seek guidance from group when stuck
Livability Initiative Overview
Carol Davis provided an overview of Community Health related citizen comments received to date
through the Livability Initiative (see attached). These concerns originate from conversations around
other topics areas such as housing, natural resources, economic development, etc. No direct community
health outreach has taken place to date, but community health will be explored as an explicit part of this
process moving forward.
Healthy NRV Overview
Holly Lesko provided an overview and update of HealthyNRV. Eight high school students from Narrows,
Pulaski, and Eastern Montgomery participated in a three-day digital storytelling training this past
December. Two videos were shared from their work. There is still an opportunity for other high school
students to get involved in the project and Holly encouraged the group to get the word out. Group
members felt that it was important to share these student videos with a much wider audience and
wondered how the videos would be distributed. At a minimum they will be available on YouTube;
another idea was to hold a film festival. It was suggested that the health education teachers get
involved.

Working Group Process
Tommi Godwin provided an overview of a suggested planning process for the Community Health work
group (see attached). The group agreed to review and provide any suggestions for improvement. She
also explained the required outcomes to meet grant deliverables, these include:
1) Community outreach around Community Health issues
2) A report of prioritized health needs across the region
3) Incorporate priority goals, strategies, and policies for community health into the regional
comprehensive plan
4) Private and public sector have identified opportunities for partnerships that can promote
improved community health
This group also has the opportunity to identify and work towards other outputs that would help support
the work of group participants. The following comments were provided:
• Examine the impact of the Affordable Healthcare Act.
• Floyd measures the BMI of every student; they should have useful information to assess childhood
obesity.
• Determine how to disseminate information developed to different communities/audiences in
communities (formats and products).
• Ability to measure progress towards reaching goals over time. We have some regional baseline data
but we need to be able to measure and report on trends at a determined set period of time (2, 5, 10
years?)
• More clarity on what it means to “engage community”- make it more actionable.
• Availability/affordability of prescription drugs fold into “access” issues.
Draft Community Health Themes
Based on feedback received to date as well as an initial data dive, the following themes were identified
as a starting point for discussion.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Vulnerable populations (youth, seniors, people with disabilities)
Environmental Impact to Health (contaminants, toxins)
Community Design and Land Use (structural issues impacting health)
Substance Abuse (cigarettes, alcohol, tobacco, illegal drugs, prescription drugs)
Access to Medical and Mental Care
Healthy Living- Holistic/Preventative (nutrition, choices)

There was some discussion around what umbrella themes made the most sense. It was decided by the
group that vulnerable populations were impacted by all the other themes and should not be a separate
category. A few additional themes were suggested:
1. Adolescent Needs
2. Risk behavior
3. Healthy Start (prenatal care, maternal care, etc.) “Babies wanted and healthy at birth”.
4. Communicable diseases- but there is fairly strong funding for this and needs to change the least,
so it might be best to focus our efforts on other areas.
5. Promotion, protection and prevention

The group agreed that we could revisit the identified themes but for the purpose of moving forward, the
initial list would be used to generate priority community health related issues. The results of these small
group brainstorms are provided below.
Healthy Living/ Holistic/Preventative
• Food access (safe, affordable, healthy)
• Exercise (safe areas, close by, weather issues, cost, free recreation choices)
• Child/youth obesity (stigmas, barriers, school environment)
• Healthy restaurant choices (portions)
• Access to education/after school and health literacy
• Eating disorders (athletes, cheerleaders) (cultural perspective and language)
• Risky behavior prevention (pregnancy and nutrition, etc.)
• Community guide and community based prevention
• Carbs and fast food cheaper for poor hungry people
• Reimbursement for nutrition education
• After school programs/entertainment
•
Access to Medical/Mental Health Care
• Lack of providers (dental, mental health, vision, specialty health)
• Reimbursement process/paperwork/medical records
• Lack of knowledge of existing resources (providers, citizens)
• Affordability (even with insurance)
• Cost of Prescriptions
• Misuse or confusion of prescriptions leading to too many prescriptions/overuse
• Lack of options for pain management/chronic pain
• Lack of mental health/medical health collaboration- integration of care
• Doctors reluctant to prescribe
• Politics- budget cuts to health and human service programs
• Lack of mental health/ medical
• Uninsured medical and/or dental
• Access to transportation to receive care
Substance Abuse
• New ‘highs’ emerging all the time
• Community unwillingness to own the issue
• No treatment with punishment
• Workforce issues- workers who can’t pass a drug test
• Providers who prescribe inappropriately
• Ancillary impacts from meth use and production (environmental contamination, burn units,
dental problems)
• Suggested data source: Blueprint for progress
Community Design/ Structural Impacts
• Need for sidewalks
• Need for a policy to address improvements to transportation (sidewalks, etc.) when utility work
is taking place to increase efficiency and cost.
• Issue of sprawl and distance to services

•
•
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•
•
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•
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•

School design for physical activity and food production
Safe routes to schools (urban and rural)
Bimodal transportation (bike, walk, light rail)
Walkability
Recreation access for all
Interconnectivity of paths that lead to somewhere
Bike share/ hybrid car share in NRV
Policy to
Recycling/ composting
Lack of farm to school programs, farmers markets, school gardens, WIC garden
Senior transport to services, knowledge about how to use and ability to access the internet
Retirement living where you can walk to services, outdoor spaces, etc.
Clean Industry is needed and should be encouraged
Storm water runoff

Environmental Impacts to Health
• Celanese
• Arsenal
• Coal ash
• Foundry
• Intermodal facility
• I-81
• Septic tanks
• Wells
• Septic and wells (lack of inspection)
• Radon
• Air quality
• Air and stream pollution
• 1st and 2nd degree smokers
• Drug and needle disposal
• CFC’s
• Over use of plastic water bottles
Suggested Data Sources:
• Floyd school system BMI monitoring
• New River Community Action advisory boards prioritization of community needs
• Blueprint for Progress
• Community Design of Omaha
The meeting concluded with an agreement to respond to a doodle poll for the next meeting time. The
next meeting would be spent reviewing an existing data ‘lit review’ for the issues identified above. This
process will help identify information gaps and needs to support working group discussion.
Group Homework:
1) Who else should be at the table?
2) What existing data sources should we be aware of?

3) Feedback on the proposed working group process.
4) Are there any other outputs that you would like to see from this process?
5) Best meeting times.

Community Health Working Group – February 24, 2012
Agenda Overview and Meeting Guidelines
Attendees: Tommi Godwin, Lydia Warren, Deena Flinchum (AOA), Susan Dalrimple (United Way), Deena Flinchum,
Maggie Bassett (RU School of Nursing), Bob Hendrickson (Beans & Rice, Mental Health Assoc. of the NRV), Madison
Gates – Center for Public Health at VT), Mark Nichols (CEO of Pulaski Hospital), Holly Lesko (IPG, HealthyNRV), Carol
Davis (Livability Initiative, PDC)
Process for today: weaving in themes of MAPP process and other regional predecessors, honoring past efforts; review of
working group process – description of where we are in the process (Phase I); feedback after previous meeting – a lot of
this work has already been done and group members hope to not do it over
Hope is to land on data review on next meeting after we are able to finalize core health themes and subtopics today.
Healthy NRV (RWJF) Update (from Holly)
Continuing to working with kids in their communities – new round of videos (mental and physical impacts of
drinking, drunk driving). They’re planning to do an event around prom. They’re digging down into the drivers behind
that behavior for kids. Story around a family whose daughter and granddaughter were killed by a drunk driver. They’re
also looking at some of the cancer rates in Giles – and making connection to some of the industry in the area, looking at
ways these issues are interconnected. In Pulaski, the kids are primarily focused on substance abuse issues. Helping to
promote an event in the schools (Kimberly Booker – a woman is coming to speak – lost her son to substance abuse). In
Shawsville/Eastern Montgomery – is looking primarily at teen pregnancy and bullying – and how bullying impacts mental
health and other risky behaviors. The event they’re planning centers around how to discuss teen pregnancy in the
community, with recognition that that’s a tricky conversation to have.
Next steps: Thenmozhi is coming back to do further training….community scan… resistance to talking to their peers.
Trying to help them getting a handle on their language around health and how to talk about it in their communities.
Invitation to community health participants to participate in digital storytelling training – a useful tool to establish links
between community health and other issues (workforce readiness/employability, family stability, etc). To help advance
the mission of your organization and highlight needs in your community….think elevator pitches around health issues,
but in video form. We’re also interested in historic data and stories about health over time in the NRV – Narrows 88 yr
old history teacher. (suggestion – retired physicians in Shawsville area; Lloyd Matthews in Pulaski County – retired
surveyor; Glenn Hall – retired pediatrician in Radford; Dr Bill King – connection to old St. Albans, his father and
grandfather were involved in the establishment of St. Albans). There will be a reception of sorts that folks may be
interested in as well (ask Holly). Thenmozhi will be back again in May.
Draft Working Group Process Discussion:
How to adapt previous efforts, avoid duplication
MAPP: Emergent Themes (mobilizing action for partnerships and planning – a nationally recognized framework for doing
community/regional health planning – a tool).
Past working groups (list from powerpoint slide) – Dr. O’Dell’s predecessor, Dr. Hershey. There’s some institutional
memory within our own group that took part in some of those previous efforts. Maggie Bassett shared that there’s an
abbreviated version of Dr. Hershey’s 800 page report/dissertation.
Past reports and data sources (list from powerpoint slide) – Deena has some at AOA.

There’s not resources to re‐do a massive survey effort, so it makes sense to use these previous data sets (back to 2008).
Group was in agreement that things can’t have changed that much to warrant developing new data.
It would be useful to have emergency room statistics (CPT codes) to get at the types of things that are landing people in
the emergency room because they lack primary medical care and/or acute health problems that arise because of the
lack of preventative health care; preventable risk behavior emergency room incidents. (avoidable ER visits) – Dr. Gates
offered a tool that’s in Beta that may enable us to mine that type of data. The shortened version of Dr. Hershey’s
(Audrey somebody – major professor was Carrie Ruddigan). Dr. Callahan at VCOM – study on underserved areas. Data
from Virginia Rural Health Association.
The point is there’s already a lot of data and we’re not looking for more necessarily more, we’re looking for data sources
that represent gaps within the themes that we’ve identified. Or data for new themes that were covered by MAPP
process.
NRV Health Needs Assessment and MAPP process: Emergent Themes
See powerpoint slide on NRV Community Health Needs Assessment 1999/2000 – there’s a lot of correlation between
the themes this group has identified and the themes/health issue clusters from that survey effort.
1. Chronic conditions/prevention, 2. Access to healthcare 3. Healthy Behaviors 4. Knowledge & Education
See slide on MAPP themes (three broad themes with lots of subareas that fall under them)
1. Access to care, 2. health disparities, 3. “seamless web”/continuum of community‐based public health and
social services
Discussion of gaps, data sources to address gaps

Proposed Revised Themes
Issues Tommy has identified with the themes already identified: we may have mixed health impacts with health
themes. Is there a way to weave health impacts into the health themes rather than having them separate?
Discussion on themes – perhaps #2 (environmental impacts to health) and #3. Community design and land use –
structural issues impacting health) may be better dealt with once we arrive at the GOS stage of the process (phase 3 and
4).
Additionally, does #4 (substance abuse) – does this belong in its own category?
Does it make sense to collapse some of these themes or expand them? How can we find a home for the “orphan”
health themes (adolescent needs, risk behavior, healthy start, etc)……
It may make sense to collapse this down to three themes
It may make sense for promotion & prevention to be not a stand along theme, but a thread that is woven through all the
other themes.
Strategies emerging around improving understanding of services available – model in Georgia offered by Mark, “no
wrong door”, 100s of services available through United Way, DSS, NRCA, AOA. Is there a model for centralizing
information on services? (question posed to Madison). Duplication of services issue.

Revisiting NRV CommHealth Needs Assessment List –
Feeling like the most useful list for the group (of themes), but may be missing systemic/structural impediments to
health – also the health policy front.
Where does the line exist between chronic conditions/prevention and health behaviors as themes.
And socioeconomic, sociocultural drivers of health
“The Social Determinants of Health” – recent publications
Sentiment from the group was to move forward with the list of four and see how the work as primary themes, weaving in
the themes/subthemes identified in the January meeting into them, with the understanding that other themes may
emerge later as we dive into the existing data sets and research.
Revised Working Group Process

Recap and Next Meeting
Homework:
Group will be asked to review the data points that inform the issue themes (and the subthemes that
were identified at the January meeting) that we’ve identified and whether we can see gaps (either issue gap or data
gaps) – get that to Tommi by email prior to the meeting. Homework will be sent out by the 20th.
Next meeting date: lunch meetings on the 27th (which we think is a Tuesday)
Post‐Meeting topics:
Question posed by Dr. Gates – Have we seen health themes that are emerging from the young people: broadly – drugs,
teen pregnancy, bad role models, alcohol, nutrition – now they’re interested in looking at cancer rates, particularly after
reviewing the data on Giles County.
NRCA has recently completed their low‐income community assessment – may have a prioritized list of community
needs.
Deena shared an anecdote on health and ready access to fast food (children). – could be a useful video!
More children appear to be qualifying and/or opting into free/reduced lunch since the economic downturn.
Deena may have Center for Family Health report from VCOM that might be useful – Tommi will coordinate with her.
Maggie noted that although the PATH/MAPP process was very robust and yielded a lot of very detailed data, we stopped
short of implementation other than some projects that emerged from the needs assessment and that is the work that
this group needs to tackle, the path forward.

The Community Health Working Group
March 28, 2012
Pulaski Hospital
Meeting Notes
Attendees
Mark Nichols, CEO, Pulaski Community Hospital; Deena Flinchum, RSVP-NRV Agency on Aging; Maggie
Bassett, Radford University School of Nursing; Beth O’Connor, Director, VRHA; Lee Spiegel, Pulaski
Community Partners Coalition (PCPC); Michael Hemphill, Exec. Director, Mountain Valley Charitable
Foundation/ Meadowbrook Center; Melanie Smith, Virginia Interfaith Center for Public Policy; Carol
Davis and Tommi Godwin, New River Valley Planning District Commission
Welcome and Introductions
Tommi Godwin opened the meeting, introduced herself, and invited all participants to introduce
themselves.
Agenda/ Meeting Guidelines
• Meeting notes from last month’s meeting shared
• Update on Community Feedback – Carol Davis shared a recap of how community feedback was
gathered and tallied for use in Community Health
o Website
o Initial Survey
o Additional Spanish language and low-literacy surveys developed
HealthyNRV Update
Tommi Godwin provided an update of HealthyNRV. Youth participants at 3 sites: Pulaski, Narrows,

and Shawsville. These groups of students are working on production of their second round of
videos.
•

•

•
•
•
•

Challenge has been to get them to bridge health actions to the issues they’ve identified –
chemical dependency has been a common topic, drinking and driving: working with youth to
refine the message
o Example: preventing “drinking and driving [and under-aged drinking]” can start with
healthy, non-destructive choices, but it takes some effort to determine what those are
Challenges – thinking on a systems level, integrating data, how what you’ve observed
anecdotally and know about the history of your community plays into the health issues that
your community is struggling with today. These projects are intended to build momentum
around health awareness in the participating communities
Students currently developing their proposed community activity (like a mini grant) to address a
health issue of their choosing – funded by the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation (RWJF)
Roadmaps to Health grant
Some event that
Prom/drunk driving, substance abuse awareness fair. A cross-topic health fair
We’re working hard to make sure that the adult mentorship is in place to help them pull these
events off.

•

It’s a new thing for these kids – it’s beyond anything they’ve experienced, being in charge of
something – it’s intimidating but exciting for them. We’re working to reinforce them
emotionally

Data Availability by Health Theme
Weaving together available data with the previous MAPP/PATH process and identification of data gaps.
• County Health Rankings from 2010
o Food access is not captured in this data. The PDC has done some preliminary mapping
of food access/food desserts in the NRV. Definitions of rural and definitions of poverty
are part of the challenge of identifying food access problem area. Q: Does RWJF have a
food access/food dessert definition? 10 mile radius in rural area. 1 mile radius in urban
areas. According to that definition, Floyd gets a lot of hits in that area
• Table with Four broad health themes that we identified at the last meeting:
o Chronic Conditions/Prevention
o Access to Health Care
o Healthy Behaviors
o Knowledge and Education
o Other (not populated)Next steps
Discussion

Latest RWJF county health rankings are coming out this week and will be shared at next
meeting.
• Issues for which we do have data – is this accurate
• Identify issues for which there are data gaps
• Develop possible sources or metrics to measure if it is a priority (e.g. food deserts)
o (see my flipchart notes on data gaps and Molly’s comments on additional –
potentially more useful – data sources)
o USDA Map of Food Deserts – discussion on how useful the tool is (different scale
for rural vs. urban) and what is classified as a grocery store/supermarket. Dollar
General in
o USDA map on SNAP participants by county. Tool is not terribly user friendly.
Percentage change is also a selectable - ratio for participants to persons in
poverty in 2007.
o Another gap may be tracking and mapping childhood obesity – identifying
clusters of childhood obesity. School data on child obesity may be available. ¼
to 1/3 of children are overweight.
o Tommi shared a story of her experience observing obesity of kids waiting for the
school bus.
o Access to exercise and active living opportunities – trails, rec facilities, parks and
rec facilities

o Tommi shared the themes from the MAPP process that were developed in 2009.
Output from the PATH retreat. Need a connection to the facilitator to that
meeting? Mara Servaites – facilitator for that event – may still have meeting
notes. This is an excerpt from Dr. Hershey’s dissertation.
o Be aware of terminology – holistic no, integrated, comprehensive - yes
Define Goals – Objectives – Strategies
Carol Davis gave an overview of the progression from goals to objectives to strategies in preparation for
goal development.
Existing MAPP Goals Discussion

What is missing?
Wants draft list of goals, asking for guidance. How many goals should we have? For
Community Health across the NRV. Need to end with strategies that agencies can do.
Molly suggested the Promotion, Protection, Prevention model (Omaha model?)
RWJF County Health ranking website may have a good model (NACCHO)
Next Meeting
Lunch meeting at Pulaski Hospital:
Tuesday, May 1
11:00am – 1:00pm
Education Building at Pulaski Hospital

Community Health
Working Group Meeting
11:00am – 1:00pm
Tuesday, May 1
Pulaski Hospital

Agenda
• Introductions and Meeting Guidelines
• MAPP Process: Integrating MAPP with
Livability Initiative
• Draft Themes – Issues – Goals
• Example: Strategy Development
• Measuring Impact, prioritizing
• Group Activity: Draft Goal Approval
• HealthyNRV Update
• Next Meeting and Homework

Meeting Guidelines
Facilitator
•
•
•
•

Respect you
Respect your time
Respect Agenda
Offer options when group
is stuck
• Share data and notes
promptly
• Protect privacy of
individuals
• Seek guidance from group
when stuck

Group
•
•
•
•
•
•

Respect Agenda
Actively listen
Self -Care
Speak Only for Yourself
Use Respectful Language
Offer new information,
limit rehashing

Integrating MAPP
with Livability Initiative

NRV MAPP Vision
(unedited)
to provide comprehensive and holistic health
promotion, protection, and disease prevention
services to all community residents and visitors,
which encompasses the physical, mental, and
spiritual components of well-being, including a healthy
and safe environment and economic structure that
supports the provision of adequate housing and
transportation, as well as equal availability of, and
accessibility to, cooperative healthcare and social
services, including health education

MAPP: Priority Community
Health Status Issues
• Access to Affordable
Holistic Care
• Health Disparities
• “Seamless” web of
community-based
public health and
social services
• Transit planning and
community design
• Aging/ Disabled/
Mentally Ill

• Chronic Diseases
• Environmental
Health
• Affordable Housing
• Built Environment
• Infectious Diseases
• Data Gathering,
Analysis,
Integration
• Obesity

DRAFT
Community Health Themes
• Access to Affordable,
Comprehensive Care
• Healthy Environment
• Healthy Behaviors
• Health Literacy
• Preventing Chronic Conditions

Health Working Group Progress:
Themes & Issues
Access
• Underserved
• Medical
• Dental
• Mental Hlth

• Affordability
Barriers
• Prescrip. Cost
• Knowledge of
resources

• Collaboration
• Coord among
mental/
dental/
medical

Environment

Behaviors

• Toxins/
pollution

• Substance
Abuse

• Air
• Water

• Tobacco
• Drugs
• Alcohol

• Healthy
Options:

• Food/
Nutrition

• Recreation
• Transport.
• Communic.

• Housing
• Visitability
• Aging in Place

• Access to
healthy food
• Skill building

• Physical
Activity
• Social/
Family
Wellbeing
• Stress Reduc

Literacy
• Self Care
• Dental
• Medical
• Mental Health

• Available
Resources
• Where to go/
who to call
• Funding and
free services

• Knowledge
Building
•
•
•
•

Parenting
Nutrition
Fitness
Reproductive
Health

Prevention
• Communic.
Diseases
• Viruses
• STIs

• Chronic
Conditions
• Diabetes
• Cardiovascular
Diseases

• Preventable
Hospital visits

Overview:
Draft Goal Considerations
• Implicit values from the MAPP process
(community assessments, PATH retreat,
etc)
• Explicit MAPP statements: Vision, Priority
Community Health Status Issues, “Goals”
• Livability Initiative Working Group
Themes & Issues (noting intersections
with MAPP)
ACCESS

ENVIRONMENT

BEHAVIORS

LITERACY

PREVENTION

DRAFT GOALS: Access
• Increase access to, availability
and affordability of health care
services in the New River Valley
• Foster collaboration across health
care providers and networks to
decrease health disparities
ACCESS

ENVIRONMENT

BEHAVIORS

LITERACY

PREVENTION

DRAFT GOALS: Environment
• Improve healthy transportation,
housing, and recreation options for
all residents of the New River Valley
• Monitor and improve the
environmental quality of the New
River Valley’s air, water, and land to
promote the health of its residents
ACCESS

ENVIRONMENT

BEHAVIORS

LITERACY

PREVENTION

DRAFT GOAL: Behaviors
• Promote proactive individual and
community choices about food,
fitness, family, work and play

ACCESS

ENVIRONMENT

BEHAVIORS

LITERACY

PREVENTION

DRAFT GOALS: Literacy
• Increase the ability and willingness of
New River Valley individuals and
families to care for their health
• Improve New River Valley residents’
understanding of available health
options, services, and current
technology
ACCESS

ENVIRONMENT

BEHAVIORS

LITERACY

PREVENTION

DRAFT GOALS: Prevention
• Promote high-impact communitybased interventions to prevent
chronic conditions and disease
• Foster community-based participatory
research to reduce the burden of
chronic disease in the New River
Valley
ACCESS

ENVIRONMENT

BEHAVIORS

LITERACY

PREVENTION

THEME

(EXAMPLE Strategy Development)

INDICATORS

ISSUES

GOAL

Healthy Behaviors
Promote proactive individual and community choices
about food, fitness, family, work and play
Food &
Nutrition

Physical
Activity

Social/ Family
Wellbeing

Stress
Reduction

Substance
Abuse

Adult Obesity

Access to
recreation fac

Inadequate social
support

Life Evaluation
(Gallup)

Death Rate:
FHMO

Physical
inactivity

Children in singleparent households

Emotional
Health (Gallup)

Adult Smoking

% consuming
daily fruits/ veg
limited access
to healthy food

Violent crime

Excessive
drinking

STRATEGIES
Vending machine policies
Expand community
agriculture opportunities

Practitioner training:
obesity awareness/ prev.

Adolescent health social
media campaign

Work with schools to
assess childhood obesity Reduce screen time in
Implement Food advertising policies
public service venues
Zone for urban/ community Ag
Require physical education in schools
and healthy food retail venues

ACCESS

ENVIRONMENT

BEHAVIORS

Improve access to
outdoor recreation

LITERACY

Develop help hotlines,
promote existing services

Tobacco-free policies: universities,
healthcare facilities, public offices
Amnesty/ prescription
take-back programs

PREVENTION

Methods for Prioritizing
Answer the questions:
• Which issues have highest impact
(highest percentage of population,
largest geographical area, etc)?
• Cost/Cost Effectiveness?

Calculating Public Costs

Avoidable Death, Disease, and
Expenditures
Low education rates and inadequate
income translate directly into
premature death, more disease, and
more money spent treating
avoidable illnesses.
Virginia Commonwealth
Center on Human Needs, 2012

Annual Public Cost of
Diabetes in the NRV
5.2

Radford

18.4

Pulaski

24.1

Montgomery
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Giles
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Millions
“The County Health Calculator.” 2012. Center on Human Needs. Virginia Commonwealth University.
Accessed at http://countyhealthcalculator.org/
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Healthy NRV Update:
Narrows Community Event

“Community:
A Countdown to Health”

:___________________

:______________

:

Draft Goal: ACCESS
Foster collaboration across health care providers and networks
to decrease health disparities.
10

current wording of goal:
?

love it

needs work

hate it

confusing
20

I would improve this statement by:

:__________________

Facilitate collaboration among health care

providers & networks to improve health service

what about those that support health care

access/ equity.

providers? nonprofits, educators, etc.

“decrease” is a negative word - could it be “increase”...
Will most people understand the meaning of

30

“health disparities”?

#_______/_______

foster & support & incentivize

dotmocracy.org

40

:___________________

:______________

:

Draft Goal: ACCESS
Increase access to, availability and affordability of health care
services in the New River Valley.
10

current wording of goal:
?

love it

needs work

hate it

confusing
20

I would improve this statement by:

Increase access to, availability & affordability of
:__________________

health related services in the NRV
Foster collaborative auxillary health care providers
and networks to assure health equity.
Increase access to available and affordable health

30

care services in the NRV.

#_______/_______

Should quality be included? Quality = sustainability ($)

dotmocracy.org

40

:___________________

:______________

:

Draft Goal: HEALTHY ENVIRONMENT (1)
Improve healthy transportation, housing, and recreation options
for all residents of the New River Valley.
10

current wording of goal:
?

love it

needs work

hate it

confusing
20

I would improve this statement by:

#_______/_______

:__________________

Change “options” into “choices”

Break this goal statement down to different

Improve what? “access to”?

environmental factors
Don’t need healthy in front of transportation
^--- there are safe/healthy and unsafe/unhealthy

30

forms of transportation e.g. Shawsville ped fatalities

dotmocracy.org

40

:___________________

:______________

:

Draft Goal: HEALTHY ENVIRONMENT (2)
Monitor and improve the environmental quality of the New River
Valley’s air, water, and land to promote the health of its residents.
10

current wording of goal:
?

love it

needs work

hate it

confusing
20

I would improve this statement by:

#_______/_______

:__________________

All of our goals are to “promote the health...” so it
seems redundant here. End with “land.”
Who will?

Monitor and improve the Env Quality of NRV’s air,
Policy level needs to be addressed

30

dotmocracy.org

40

:___________________

:______________

:

Draft Goal: BEHAVIOR
Promote proactive individual and community choices about
food, fitness, family, work and play.
10

current wording of goal:
?

love it

needs work

hate it

confusing
20

I would improve this statement by:

:__________________

How to operationalize “proactive” - perhaps use another term

Change “proactive” to [”?” use another term] ----> healthy? responsible?
Does it have to be “community-based”?
Maybe another term for promote? Would we also
create new choices?

30

Promote healthy individual...

#_______/_______

“Highlight/ Spotlight health individual...”

dotmocracy.org

40

:___________________

:______________

:

Draft Goal: HEALTH LITERACY (1)
Increase the ability and willingness of New River Valley
individuals and families to care for their health.
10

current wording of goal:
?

love it

hate it

needs work

confusing
20

I would improve this statement by:

:__________________

Not sure how to define Literacy in this context
What does “care for” mean?

Does willingness need to come before ability?

Health Literacy is not very accessible term - how

- chicken & egg

about Health Knowledge/ Health Informed?
Increase understanding: improve cultural relevance

30

to increase understanding

#_______/_______

Improve NRV residents’ understanding of available
conditions, service options, and current technology
Think about combining Literacy Goal #2 with #1
maybe #2 as a strategy for #1

dotmocracy.org

40

:___________________

:______________

:

Draft Goal: LITERACY
Improve New River Valley residents’ understanding of available
health options, services, and current technology.
10

current wording of goal:
?

love it

needs work

hate it

confusing
20

Change “options” to “choices”

I would improve this statement by:

#_______/_______

:__________________

How about health data
“improve”? a bit vague
Include examples of “current technology”
current technology? Use of technology for access maybe?

30

dotmocracy.org

40

:___________________

:______________

:

Draft Goal: PREVENTION
Promote high-impact community-based interventions to
prevent chronic conditions and disease.
10

current wording of goal:
?

love it

needs work

hate it

confusing
20

I would improve this statement by:

“High-Impct” is a bit ambiguous - also would be good

#_______/_______

:__________________

to place ownership of goal w/ some entity or entities
Does it have to be “community-based”?
How about “locally-relevant” instead of comm-based?
Needs some mention of substance use/ abuse

30

dotmocracy.org

40

:___________________

:______________

:

Draft Goal: PREVENTION
Foster community-based participatory research to reduce the
burden of chronic disease in the New River Valley.
10

current wording of goal:
?

love it

needs work

hate it

confusing
20

... and injuries

I would improve this statement by:

#_______/_______

:__________________

research AND engagement/ benefit
seems like strategy or objective
why is CBPR only used for chronic diseases?
could be used more

30

dotmocracy.org

40

The Community Health Working Group
May 1, 2012
Pulaski Hospital
Meeting Notes
Attendees
Melanie Smith, Virginia Interfaith Center for Public Policy; Bob Hendrickson, Beans and Rice/ Mental
Health Assoc. of the NRV; Holly Lesko and Mary Beth Dunkenburger, Institute for Policy and Governance
VT; Steve Grieco, Children’s Trust; Molly O’Dell and Laura Alexander, New River Health District; Carol
Davis, Kim Thurlow, Tommi Godwin, New River Valley Planning District Commission
Welcome and Introductions
Tommi Godwin opened the meeting, introduced herself, and invited all participants to introduce
themselves.
MAPP Process: Integrating MAPP with Livability Initiative
•

•
•

Mobilizing Action through Partnerships and Planning (MAPP) – developed by National
Association of City and County Health Officials (NACCHO), engaged by Partners for Access to
Health (PATH). Work today is to use momentum from MAPP to develop actionable goals across
identified health themes.
Review of MAPP Vision Statement – themes within that vision statement that intersect with
Livability Elements.
MAPP – priority health status issues very much look like the key themes that have been
emerging from Livability citizen feedback. 12 Priority Health Status Issues identified by the
MAPP process in 2008 (bold were determined to be of “highest” priority):
1. Access to Affordable Holistic Care
2. Health Disparities
3. “Seamless” web of community-based public health and social services
4. Transit planning and community design
5. Aging/ Disabled/ Mentally Ill
6. Chronic Diseases
7. Environmental Health
8. Affordable Housing
9. Built Environment
10. Infectious Diseases
11. Data Gathering, Analysis, Integration
12. Obesity

Draft Themes
The following themes represent a proposed intersection between themes developed previously by PATH
and more recently by this working group (see presentation):
• Access to Affordable, Comprehensive Care
o Underserved
o Affordability Barriers

•

•

•

•

o Collaboration
Healthy Environment
o Toxins/Pollution
o Healthy Options
o Housing
Healthy Behaviors
o Substance Abuse
o Food/Nutrition
o Physical Activity
o Social/Family Wellbeing
o Stress Reduction
Heath Literacy
o Self Care
o Available Resources
o Knowledge Building
Preventing Chronic Conditions
o Communicable Diseases
o Chronic Conditions
o Preventable Hospital Visits

Strategy Development (Example)
Template presented for Healthy Behaviors. Four remaining themes still need to be developed.
What the template includes:
• Goal
• Issue areas (multiple)
• Indicators (multiple per issue area)
• Strategies (some degree of overlap across issue areas and indicators)
So the idea is the group will need to help flesh out these Strategy Development Matrices by the next
meeting. All group members are invited to provide input on all theme areas. Request that folks with
particular interests or expertise step forward to help with that area.
Question: Indicators need to be realistically measurable. So we need to have a data source for each of
the indicators we develop.
Measuring Impact/ Prioritizing
• Discussion on how we’ll go about measuring impact (indicators) once we’ve finalized goal
statements, moving into strategy development
• 436 congressional districts in the whole U.S. – and many of our indicators are VERY low – in the
430s. Some of the worst health indicators in the country – data source: Gallup Healthways WellBeing Index

•

•
•
•

Methods for Prioritizing – degree of potential impact (% of population, spread of geographic
area, etc); cost impacts/cost effectiveness, i.e. cost of not addressing these health issues as
compared to cost effectiveness of various strategies.
www.countyhealthcalculator.org
Cost of diabetes annually in the NRV - linking income, education level with diabetes
Premise of the calculator – avoidable death, disease, and public expenditure

Healthy NRV Update
Holly Lesko provided an update of HealthyNRV.
•

•

Narrows HS community event – prom fashion show – focused on the impacts of drinking, binge
drinking and impaired driving. Modeling the before and after. 54 people attended the event.
The event will now be done as an assembly for the entire high school. Has been a really good
experience for the kids and the school – has changed some of the thinking of administrators and
the role kids can play in combatting these issues.
Video Shared with group – “Countdown to Health” – a video which shows a compilation of
community member interviews talking about health issues in the Elliston/Shawsville/East
Montgomery County area. This video was created by a 15-year old student at Shawsville HS.

Group Activity: Draft Goal Approval
Group worked to revise goal statements with dotmocracy sheets (supplementary document).
Homework
• Notes from today and goal statements will be sent back to the group.
• Friday, May 11
o All comments due back on meeting notes and revised goal statements
o Tommi will attempt to integrate and incorporate the group’s feedback and bring back
goal statements for final approval.
o Tommi send the strategy development template to the group;
• Tuesday, May 29
o Draft strategy development templates due back to Tommi
Next Meeting
Lunch meeting at Pulaski Hospital
Tuesday, June 5
11:00am – 1:00pm
Education Building at Pulaski Hospital

